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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Ralph Crowther
Are we ready
for a new
year? I think
2021 was
definitely
better than
2020.
We had
vaccinations
and started
to hold in-person meetings
again. Hopefully in 2022, we
will continue the path towards
normalcy with more meeting
attendance and the ability to man
a booth at the OC Fair. I know
that no matter what happens
in 2022 that we will adapt and
keep the club moving forward
with our focus on woodworking
education and community
support (toy and pen programs)!

and we will move his presentation to
March. So what do we plan to do
in January? We have all too often
lately had to deal with a member’s
shop after their illness/death. We are
happy to help in this effort and are
working on a formal process to make
it easier but there is a significant
amount of help that could be done
by all of us in preparation. So we
will be discussing shop organization
and documenting what tools you
have and their value. I once heard
that every woodworker’s nightmare
is having their spouse sell their tools
for what they told their spouse they
paid for them (and not what was
really paid - LOL). We will open up
the discussion so bring your own tips
for organization and record keeping.
Good records can also help for any
insurance claims too.

We are working on providing
some great programs for next
year, for both the general meeting
and the woodturners’ meetings.
I had announced that the
January general meeting would
feature a talk on photography
by one of our newer members,
Brian Mundy. If you follow
the Facebook group you can
see his work, as he is an active
participant. Unfortunately Brian
has some family issues in January

In closing, I hope everyone had a
great holiday, got their gifts made in
time, received a new tool/gadget for
the shop, and enjoyed the company
of good friends and family.
Your new board for 2022 looks
forward to making the Association
even better than today. Let us know
any ideas for improvements and we’ll
see what can be done.

Toy Program Ken Crandall

Photographers Len Musgrave
		Sandra Smolinsky
		Ralph Crowther
Proofreader Jerry Knight

DUES ARE DUE.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Ralph Crowther
Shop Organization and Estate Planning
Thursday, January 6
7:00 p.m.

James Santhon
Improving Your Bowl Gouge Skills

Thursday, January 20
6:30 p.m.

Toy Work Party
Saturday, January 8
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WOODWORKERS’ SAWDUST
By Jerry Knight, Vice President and Program Director

December.

This will be my final
“Sawdust” article. I am
leaving the Vice President
position after three years
to become President of
the Woodturners . Lee
Choquette has been elected
to replace me as VP.

those who have suggested speakers and interesting topics
for our meetings.

Due to the annual
Christmas Dinner, there
was no General Meeting in

Feb 3, 2022 – Autumn Robinson will do a
demonstration of pyrography-burning artistic designs
into wood. She says she will bring several burners for
some audience participation.

I hope that you, the club membership, will continue to
support Lee like you have supported me. I have found
that only about one in four potential leads results in
a willing and able speaker. It has been relatively easy
to contact potential speakers and it only requires a
few hours per month. The hard part is creating the
list of potential speakers to contact. That is where our
membership has been so helpful. Thank you to all

Upcoming Meetings
Jan 6, 2022 – Ralph Crowther will lead a seminar on
shop organization and estate planning.

Mar 3, 2022 – Brian Mundy will talk about
photographing your work. (Brian was scheduled for Jan
6, but asked to postpone due to family conflicts.)

TOYMAKERS
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WOODTURNERS’ SHAVINGS
By Chuck Phillips
Who better to close
out the year than our
incoming President,
Jerry Knight? One of the
exhortations I hear a lot
these days is “Go green”.
Somehow I don’t think
Jerry’s take on that is
what is intended, but I’ll
happily run with it. What we’re talking about is turning
green (wet) wood, of course.

to final dimensions.

There are a number of advantages and a few downsides to
turning green wood.

If you don’t plan on turning the blank right away you
should do something to seal the wood so it doesn’t dry
too fast. Some things Jerry has tried include paraffin wax,
Anchorseal, and Penetrol, in order of increasing cost.
Wax works best on smaller pieces, as you need to be able
to melt a pan full that is large enough to put the entire
blank in it for a good soak. As you will want to soak both
ends, be careful when you flip it over.

Green wood cuts easier than dry wood,
sometimes dramatically so.
•
You’ll usually pay less for green wood. Talk to an
arborist about getting some of the larger bits when they’re
trimming a tree. Most times they will happily give them
to you.
•

You’ll make less dust.

•
It’s fun! There’s just something about seeing
those ribbons of wood coming off your tool that has
to be experienced. (If I have to explain it, you’ll never
understand.)
•
You will lose more pieces to warpage and
cracking. Wood moves, and sometimes it does
unexpected things. There are ways to deal with this, if the
wood is free you’re only out the time spent.
•
It’s going to be messy. The wood is full of sap,
which is mostly water. As things spin on your lathe, the
effect is the same as a centrifuge, and stuff will come out
and spray everything. Wear a good face shield and make
sure to clean up the shavings right away.
There are 2 main ways of dealing with the wood
movement as it dries. First is to turn all the way to final
thinness and let it do its thing. If you choose this path,
a thin wall is your friend. Not only will it dry faster, but
the internal stress is minimized. The second method is
what is called double turning, and it’s the preferred way
for many people. What it involves is turning green to an
intermediate thickness, letting that dry, and turning again

Either way, it all begins with stock preparation. You can
minimize losses by starting with a large log, removing
the pith, and cutting a quarter-sawn slab. Initial turning
can be eased by then cutting a round blank. There are
a multitude of clever jigs to help with this, but since
we don’t need to be terribly precise here I like Jerry’s
solution. He has a set of thin plywood disks in various
sizes that can be nailed to the top of your blank and used
as a visual guide on your bandsaw.

Anchorseal (and similar products) can be just painted
on (mostly on the end grain), where it forms a
semipermeable film that slows water loss. It’s been the
tried and true solution for a long time, but it’s not
inexpensive. A quick check of online sources shows you’ll
pay around $40/gallon for it.
Something Jerry is experimenting with is Penetrol, which
(unless I’m mistaken) is sold as a paint additive. While
similar in application to Pentacryl, it is said to be roughly
10 times faster. What both of these products do is soak
into the wood and displace the water. All you need to do
is paint it on, usually a few coats. Jerry had a demo piece
that he will finish and bring in January.
When you’re ready to start turning, you’ve still got a
couple of choices to make. The first is how to initially
hold the blank. If you can deal with a bit of risk, just
hole it between centers. (If you do this, drilling a recess
with a Forstner or spade bit that your centers just fit in
adds tons of security.) Jerry prefers a firmer grip, so after
making a flat spot with a large Forstner bit he attaches
a faceplate. He does this with as many drywall screws as
there are holes in the faceplate. Several people noted that
drywall screws are generally considered unsuitable for
this purpose due to their brittleness. This is mainly an
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issue if you don’t use enough of them, or if you reuse
them. Jerry’s advice is that drywall screws are a single
use disposable item. You can also minimize stress on
the screws by using your tailstock to support the far
end as long as possible, or at least until any imbalance
is turned off.

month, and once a month for a year.” You can add some
rigor to the process by tracking the weight changes. Use
a scale that records at least down to grams, and when you
shuffle the bag, weigh the piece. (The outside of the bag is
a great place to write this down.) When the weight stops
changing appreciably, the water content has stabilized.

We’re not worried about the screw holes from the
faceplate because that area will be hollowed out in the
finished bowl. After establishing the basic shape, cut a
tenon on the bottom so you can hold the bowl while
hollowing. The most important part of this tenon is
a flat area that registers against the top of your chuck
jaws. You should also make the angle of the tenon itself
match the inside of your chuck jaws as closely as you
can.

Are you in more of a hurry? Technology can be your
friend! If the piece will fit in a microwave oven, you can
use it to force-dry wood. (Unless you’re single, or want
to be single, don’t use the microwave in the kitchen for
this. Run over to Goodwill and get an old beater for
toasting wood.) Heat the wood on high for no more than
90 seconds at a time. Take it out carefully, let it cool, and
check the weight. As with the paper bag method, repeat
until the weight doesn’t change.

If this is the first turning, leave the walls about 1”
thick and set it aside to dry. The most common way
to control the drying rate is to loosely pack the piece
in a brown paper bag with the shavings you just cut
from it. Roll the top closed and leave it alone while
you clean up your shop. Periodically open up the bag
and let out any excess moisture. A great way to do this
is either transfer everything to a second bag or turn
the bag inside out. A rule of thumb for how often to
do this is “Once a day for a week, once a week for a

However you dry the initial turning, the process for the
second turning will be much like any other dry wood
turning. Just be aware that it’s likely not round anymore,
including the tenon. Hold it between centers and
carefully true up the tenon. Once you do that you’ll have
a firm grip on things and can finish up.
Well, this has gone on far longer than I intended. I’ll
leave you with my best wishes for a Happy Christmas
and a better new year than we’ve had recently. For the
challenge, bring something that you turned green.

DISTRIBUTION DAY
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SUPPORT OUR TROOPS PEN PROGRAM
By John Sobota, Chair, Support Our Troops Pen Program
Hello Woodworkers and Pen Makers,

Good Afternoon,

This was another very good year for our “Support Our
Troops” pen program. During the year, we distributed
over 2,300 pens to active duty military and veteran
organizations. This brings our club’s total to over
48,000 pens distributed to date.

This year a box of our pens made it down to
Antarctica! See the attached email from the
Commander on the ice of the annual “Operation
Deep Freeze”. The troops that received our pens are
very appreciative of the work we do. I was also invited
to attend a Christmas party put on for the DarkHorse
Battalion at Camp PenLeton. At this event, we
distributed over 600 pens to Marines that have
recently returned from a deployment. Ed Smet also
attended the event and participated in distribution of
20 of his signature keepsake boxes (with USMC logo
on lid), to a group of outstanding Marines as well as
Marines of the quarter.

Today I began my tour “on the ice” as the Commander
for the annual deployment “Operation Deep Freeze”. I
discovered and have been using a very ergonomic and
beautiful pen crafted by a Mr. Jim Graham. I am not
entirely sure when these pens began their journey and
I would send you a picture if I could, but it has ended
up here, on my desk on the 1st floor of Building 155 in
McMurdo Station. Unfortunately my location does not
allow for very much internet bandwidth but I just wanted
to take a moment and say thank you for the fine writing
instrument and if possible to let Mr. Graham know that
his work has reached the very farthest reaches of the map.
I am desk bound for most of this trip and Covid has
affected our flying routine but if given the chance I will
fly the pen as far South Pole Station! If I can get it there I
will send a photo. Thanks Again! Bill C
> V/R,
> Bill
> William L. Carraher, Colonel, NYANG
> 13 AEG/CC, JTF-SFA

Lets keep up the great work this upcoming year.

As always, I would again like to thank the OCWA
members who have participated in our military pen
program this year, either by making pens or donations
of materials or funds to keep our program moving
forward.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have
any questions regarding our program, or need pen
component kits or wood blanks to make pens for our
program.

I’d like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas & Happy
New Year.

THANKS again for your support of our program.
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TOY STORY
By Ken Crandall, Chair Toy Program
The year 2021 has come
to a close. It was another
challenging year with no inperson activities for the first
few months, but finishing
with a bang towards the end.
Our Distribution Day went
off without a hitch with all
the veterans doing what they
always do and boxing up
5,000 toys to be distributed
to 50 charities. My garage
is now loaded with several
hundred new boxes waiting to be filled with toys for
2022.

for our projects. Dan Herringer has accessed an almost
limitless supply of 4”x4”x12” maple blocks for us. They
require some resawing for our use but the wood is easy
to work with and yields beautiful results. Miguel Prtieta
has found a large hoard of solid oak (not veneered)
flooring that Ken Cowell is presently storing. The
tongue and groove and underside grooves need removal
but the pieces finish at 2 5/8” x 5/8”. With a little effort
and some glue we have another store of fine lumber.

With sadness we face the loss of the constant supply
of marvelous hardwoods from Jeff Bennett who has
closed his staircase business. We thank him greatly for
his past generosity and wish him well in his retirement.

I hope that all of you have had a safe and happy
holiday season and I look forward to seeing you at
our next work party, Saturday January 8 at 9:00 A.M.
Participation certificates for 2021 will be available for all
who did not attend the Christmas Party. Let’s make this
year even better than last.

We are always seeking new sources of donated wood

We proudly congratulate our own Richard Kalman
for receiving the OCWA Woodworker of the Year award.
Richard has been a stalwart worker for our program for
many years and the award was well-deserved. Good job
Richard!
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The Wood work you did was amazing. Us here at
Healthbridge are very, very thankful for these gifts. The
kids will love these sooooo much. Thank you for that
you do for the kiddos and the hard work you did to
make these amazing toys. You made this a very Special
Christmas for the kids here.
Thank you so much,
MELISSA DELANEY
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
Healthbridge Children’s Hospital
393 South Tustin Street | Orange, California 92866

Sam Maloof Rocking Chair
Al Whitcomb has made seven Sam Maloof rocking chairs, and
he has the wooden templates, bending jigs, sample parts, router
bits, carving tools and notes to make a chair. Al has donated
his set-ups and templates to the OCWA library. I organized
Al’s items, and they are stored in our locker near our meeting
location in Tustin. They can be checked out through the
library checkout process.
Len Musgrave
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FEATURED MEMBER- KEN COWELL
“Kenny, when you were little, you were always in
the garage” was part of a recent conversation with
my older brother. Being naturally creative, I just
liked making things from whatever was around and
using any tools I could release from my Dad’s locked
toolbox. (I learned to pick the lock.) I remember
making a box kite from wooden orange crates and
Christmas wrapping paper. On its maiden voyage, it
pulled me across the field.
Life for me started August, 1946 in Tulare, CA. I
was the fourth generation from that small town. I
remember my first day of kindergarten: I was shy,
sensitive and insecure. As school progressed from
grade to grade, I became aware of my poor reading
skills and thought I was not very smart. That all
changed my junior year of high school when I
promised Jesus I would follow Him. This decision
gave me a life purpose outside of myself and piqued
my curiosity of what the Bible was all about. As a side
note, reading the Bible improved my reading skills.
So after High School I spent two years at a Bible
school in Portland Oregon followed by two years at
Biola College in La Mirada, CA, where I met my
wife Elly. So what do you do after getting a Bachelor’s
degree and a wife? Get a Master’s degree at Biola’s
graduate school, Talbot Seminary! After graduation
I secured a job in a church as a Christian Education
Director. That job was a total fail, and I was asked
to leave. A year later my woodworking career started
as a handyman, followed by doing remodeling and
room additions with a General Contractor’s license.
Eventually I noticed I was making more custom wall
units and kitchen cabinets than starting new room
additions, so I transitioned into opening a cabinet

shop in 1988. After a few years my two employees were
dong the “making” and I was “managing.” At this point,
I began collecting tools for a home shop. This is where
you would find me after work, making beautiful objects
out of wood. After 25 years, Dovetail Cabinets got a new
owner, my youngest son, Jeff.
OCWA has been a unique influence in my woodworking
life. It has given me friends and opportunities in
competitions, sharing knowledge, learning and inspiring
others to do their best. Circling back to the OC Fair,
I want to thank OCWA and the Fair for a place to
demonstrate marquetry and to compete. What a joy it
is to show the public some of the wonderful furniture,
woodturnings, marquetry, and other wood art that is
normally tucked away out of sight in our homes.
Today you can find me in my shop making something
for fun, for curiosity, for challenge, for beauty, for a
customer, or most of all for my family who I love very
much.
A new activity has been added for this school year. I
agreed to teach woodworking for a home-school co-op
consisting of 22 families. This means 17 teenagers show
up at my shop for 1 hour and 15 minutes every Tuesday.
So far they have been on scroll saws learning marquetry.
As the school year unfolds, they will have a chance to
make other projects, using the scroll saw as their main
tool. In case you are wondering, the answer is “Yes, I
have a scroll saw for each student!” My friends say I am
crazy and I return the compliment with a “Thank you!”
Thank you OCWA for adding significance to my life.
Ken Cowell
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A GOOD TIME WAS HAD...
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OCWT SHOW AND TELL
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CHALLENGE
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“CLUB ROOTS” (15+ YEARS)
Adams, David
Andrews, Frank
Aut, Warren
Bruins, William
Chambers, Craig
Crowther, Ralph
Daniels, James
Davis, Carson
Durthaler, Cheri
Eid, Antoine
Fitzpatrick, Art
Gamboa, Gilbert
Gilroy, Ross
Gough, Chris
Hardy, Harold
Haskell, Bill
Hoff, Robin J.
Horstman, Earl
Kamper, Mike
Kaufholtz, Lee
Lewellyn, Bruce

Missbrenner, Alfred
Musgrave, Len
Neesley, Michael
Nininger, Jerry
Oetomo, Ingko
Overholt, ElJay
Phillips, Chuck
Plummer, George
Rogers, Bill
Rogers, Les
Santhon, James
Schott, Carol
Smet, Edward
Steichen, Charles
Stone, Jim
Taylor, Mike
Thorson, Eric
Wade, David
Whitcomb, Al
Williams, Harry
Wilmott, Fred
Wright, Doug

LIFETIME MEMBERS
James Santhon
Jeff Bennett
Craig Chambers
Carson Davis
Andy Goldman
Len Musgrave
Michael Neesley
Ingko Oetomo
George Plummer

WOODWORKER OF THE YEAR
2020		

Ken Crandall

2019		

Ken Cowell

2018		

Bill Rogers

2017		

John Marshall

2016		

Len Musgrave

2015 		

Ken Cowell

2014 		

Larry Marley

2013 		

Ralph Crowther

2012 		

Ed Smet

2011		

Len Musgrave

Person of the Year
2010		

Al Whitcomb

2009		

Ed Straub

PAST PRESIDENTS
2013 - 2020

James Santhon

2012		

Vic Cohn

2010 - 2011

Craig Chambers

2006 - 2009

James Santhon

2005 		

Doug Nowlin

2001 - 2004

James Santhon

1999 - 2000

Carson Davis

1997 - 1998

Sam Migliazzo

1995 - 1996

Mike Neesly

1993 - 1994

Larry Baum

1991 - 1992

Len Musgrave

1988 - 1990

Al Griffin

1987		

Andy Goldman

1986		

Greg Martin

1985		

Dough Christie

1984		

Bob Pederson
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OCWA is now registered with AmazonSmile, which allows OCWA
eligible to receive a .5% donation from all eligible purchases through
the AmazonSmiles.com program. If you'd like to participate, simply
go onto Amazon.com, search and click on AmazonSmile, and once on the AmazonSmile's site select Orange
County Woodworkers from the list of charities. There is no need to change settings – all your account info/
settings remain the same. You'll have access to the same products as found on Amazon.com. Thank you for
participating.
For more information please contact Ralph Crowther.

FRIENDS OF OCWA
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS!
Austin Hardwoods & Hardware – (714) 953-4000 • www.austinhardwoodsonline.com
Exotic Woods USA – (631) 651-8651 • www.ExoticWoodsUSA.com
Industrial Blade & Products Co. • www.IndustrialBlade.net
Laguna Tools – (800) 234-1976 • www.LagunaTools.com
OC Lumber – (714) 556-1774 • www.oclumber.com/
Reel Lumber Service – (714) 632-1988 • www.ReelLumber.com
Rockler Woodworking & Hardware – (714) 282-1157 • www.rockler.com/retail/stores/ca/orange-store
Woodcraft Supply – (714) 963-9663 [(714) 963-WOOD] • www.Woodcraft.com
Sawdust & Shavings
is the newsletter of The Orange County Woodworkers
Association.
It is published monthly, the Thursday before the
Woodworkers Meeting.
MAILING ADDRESS
P.O. Box 1038
Fullerton CA 92836-8038

Do you have an idea for an article, shop tip, or tool
review? Please send
articles to: newsletter@ocwoodworkers.org
Deadline for submissions is the Monday after the
Woodturners meeting.
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A BIG WELCOME
TO OUR NEW MEMBERS:
Dawne Reed, Garden Grove
Chuck Simonian, Long Beach

